Abstract
Introduction
State-of-the-art mach:ine vision technology can interpret scenes, i.e. recognize objects; the next, step is real-time model-based recognition. Recognit,ioii involves interpreting the sensed featares as model features. This could require checking an exponential number of hypothetical interpretations, withoiit, heuristics for pruning the search. One approach to pruning the set of possib:le interpretat,ions is indfxing, in which the observed features directly specify a subset of consistent interpretations.
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Definition 1 Hypothesis H is a matching between a group of model feat8ures and a group of sensed features.
Indexing techniques are becoming prevalent, in the field of machine vision for solving the recognition problem and the correspondence problem [l, 8, 11, 9, 3, 51. Indexing irivolves dist,illing/extracting an overconstraining indexing coordinate from an observation (a group of sensed features) and then interpreting the observation via a preconlput,ed lookup table. {Jtiliz-ing geometxic. invariants (descriptors which are constant irregardless of the configuration) benefits indexing since each hypothesis c,orresponds to a single t,able entry [S, 11, 51. TJnfortuna.ttely, it, has been shown t,liat, there are no inwrinnls for an a.rbit,rary nnmher of three-dimensional poiiit,s for ~rt~hographic [ 3 ] or perspec,tive vision PI. Indexing t3ables include predicted observat,ions for a.11 c.onfigm,ztions.
Overconst,ra,iiit, is crucial to indexing hec,ause eac,h olmrvatioii not, only specifies a configuration for each hypot,hesis, but, t,he observation also rates tlie quality of the match bet,weeri the observation a.nd each hypothesis and corifigura.tsion as well. Only a small fract<ion of the indexing c,oordiriates are consisttent with each hypot,hesis. One advantage of indexing is using a sirigle lookup to compare an observation wittli all of t21ie 1iypot)heses. This is achieved by merging the looknp tables for various hypotheses int,o a composite lookup t,able. Tlie two atlvantages of indexing are simplified online compiit,ations ant1 perfor rniiig only a single lookiip operation, wliich enable real-time performance. 111 t,liis paper, we present, aii efficient, indexing tec.11-iiicliiel the trer g r i d , which trades off online speed for since compression and spatial faitMiilness (order preservat,ion). Lookup time inc:reases by a factor of 10, but. t,at)le size sliriilks by a fact>or of 100, allowing more tables, of finer resolut,ion, to share fast main meinory. Spat,ial faithfulness enaLles the user to change the rrsoliitioii of the search online, t-o determine the most, consistent, hypothesis without, performing an exponeiitial search. We preseiit, experinierital rtmlts of tliis t,echriique for a t,hree-tlimensionaI ol)jec.t> recogni-tion algorithm from pairs of edge-detected rays
Previous Work
Clemens and Jacobs proved that under orthG graphic projection, indexing coordinates from threedimensional point groups must be represented by at least a two-dimensional surface in a single index space [3], requiring an inordinate number of table entries. Jacobs developed an indexing algorithm for the more general class of affine transformations, which separates the twedimensional surface in indexing space into two one-dimensional surfaces (lines) in two smaller spaces [7] . This separation reduces the size of the tables and also simplifies table construction. The drawback of this approach is that for affine transformations, having eight degrees of freedom,; overconstraint requires five point groups.
This work also stems from work in the field of cod- given an iiidexing coortliriates 6, eiiiimerate all consistent, hypotheses Hi and c,oiifigiirat,ions {r:} which satisfy e = F;,(:G) (eqiiat,iori (2)).
U H ,
Indexing t,rchiiiqiies iirr based on t,he <assumption t,liat the predict,etl indexing coordinates arid the sensed indexing coortlinat,es will vary so slightly that, both index the same t>able eiit,ry. When t,he hypotliesas only cover a small fractioii of the iiidexing coordinat,es, indexing t8ables a.re iisiiailly iniplementetl as hash t,ables. In order to iiiclex t d d e entries, the indexing coordinates iiiiist first, Le discretized int<o inttgral indices. For conip1et.eness aiitl correctmess, indexing tables must, account, for a.riy liypot,liesis and c,onfiguration indexing coortliiiatm which discretize t,o a t#able erit,ry's indices.
Tlie multiple hypotheses scenario is not, uncommon: oiir example is the task of recognizing inotieletl objects in an image. The first, step involves itlentifyirig salient, fea.t<rires, such as edge-bisrtl feat,iires, from the sensor tlat,a. The ma,jorit)y of the comput*ation is spent, in the secoiid step: int,erpret,ing the sensed featlures groups as groups of niotleletl fea.t,ures. Relative t,o ii group of sensed fea.t,urrs, each group of model featmiires const,it,ut,es a. separate hypot,lirsis.
For a system with iE. degrees of freedom, k data vallies only constIrain the configuration, k + 1 data values overconsttrain t,he configiir;ition and thereby substant,ially na.rrow t8he set, of corisistent hypotheses. Fnrt,hermorr, we rigorously show t h t , 2X: + 1 geiieric data values are necessary and sufficient in order to specify a unique interpretation.
Current indexing implementations have three drawbacks: the completeness requirement,, the size of the composite tables, and the non-spatially faithful nat#ure of hash tables. Constructing complete tables is a difficult task. The size of the composite tables is also important because a large composite table may thrash, obviating the theoretical constant-time performance. Of lesser importance is spatial faithfulness, which simplifies the task of determining the closest hypothesis; this is normally accomplished by searching all of the nearby indexing coordinates, a procedure which, for hash tables, takes time 'exponential in n.
Algorithmic Overview
In this paper, we present a table indexing technique, the tree grid, which provides compaction and spatial faithfulness. The tree grid achieves these results by ordering the hypotheses, and performing binary searches on these orderings. k indexing coordinates are used to index ordering of the hypotheses, and 1 indexing coordiniite is used to search through that ordering. Storage space is lessened because t8he hypothesis orderings are similar lists, and the storage space for similar lists depends upon the number of etlits, not the total number of elements. This approach exploits the coherence of the hypothesis orderings; we want to reduce the task of indexing to performing a binary search on the hypothesis orderings. In this paper, we present an ordering on the hypotheses.
The tree grid technique relies on three major itleas: concentration, segmentation, and discretization. We concentrate on k + 1 data values of t,he indexing ntuple. These k + 1 data values are segmentred int,o IC independent coordina.t,es and 1 dependent coortlinate. The k independent coordinates are discretized to a grid point, indexing an ordering of t,he hypotheses. Finally, we determine the hypotheses consistent with the indexing coordinates by performing a binary search using the dependent coordinate, and then validating each of those hypotheses using the n -( k + 1) indexing coordinates.
Overview
In section two, we rigorously prove that 2k + 1 tla.t,a values are necessary and sufficient to generically specify a unique hypothesis. In section three, we develop a theoretical framework for the tree grid indexing teclinique. In section four, we detail the implemeutat~ion of the tree grid indexing technique. In sec,tion five, we present. experimental results of the storage spa.ce c,ompaction of the tree grid technique. Finally, we conclude by highlighting the contributions of this work.
Sparse Observation Theorem
In this section, we present a rigorous proof of the sparse observation theorem. Proof There is a lower bound on the number of highly precise data values necessary to differentiate two dissimilar generic objects, and this bound can be shown by a dimension counting argument. Consider an object with k normalized degrees of freedom and 71. observed data values. Each configurat-ion 5 E R k maps to a set, of ra-t,uples of observed dat,a values, and this set, has dimension k, and codimension n -k in data value space. The codimension of the intersection of two generic sets is equal to the sum of the c,odimensions of tliose stratificat#ions. For > 2 k , t,he c,otlimerision of int,ersect,ion > 2k which implies that tfhe dimension of the int,ersect,ion is < 0.
Let, P be a para,metrization of the space of models. NOW let, HI = M(p1, C) be t)he hypot,hesis set for hypot,hesis y1, and H z = M ( p z , C) he tlie hypothesis set for hypothesis p 2 . 1Jnder a certain condit,ion on t,he model map, and for generic, i.e. almost all choices of p1 and p a , H1 ant1 HZ will be disjointt. If HI and H:! are disjoint,, there is no possibility of confusing y1 and 1'2. There are several conditions on M t,liat, imply tliis. The first, and ~t~roiigest, is:
A ma,p M : P x C -+ B is rcg'lll(i7. if its differential (ja.cot)ian) is everywhere surjective. This coritlitiori is stronger than newssary, I,iita is easy to sta.te, a.ritl probably easier to verify in most, situations. In essence it, says that by perturbing Imtli pose and model paramet,ers, we can move a. seiisor va.liie i j E I a sma.11 ciist,ance in any direct,ioii.
Coriditioii 2:
A map M : P x C + I is tmnsoersul to a strat#ified set HI if M is transversal to all the st,rat,a in HI.
For definitions of transversality, we refer the reader to [SI. Condition 1 implies condition 2 for any H 1, so it is strictly stronger, and we take it as the premise for our theorem:
Theorem 2 Suppose condition 2 above holds for a hypothesis function (mapping) M , and that the dimension of the indezing space is at least 2k + 1. Then f o r almost all choices of pz E P , Hz = M ( p z , C ) is disjoint from HI.
Proof: A basic property of transversality is that if a parametrized class of mappings ( M in this case, parametrized by P ) is transversal to a manifold (the manifolds in HI), then almost every map in the class is transversal to HI. See e.g. the remark before Corollary 4.7 of [SI.
Now M is transversal to H1 by condition 2. Therefore M ( p 2 , .) : (7 --+ I is transversal to H1 for almost every p z . The transversality condition implies that the codimension of M ( p 2 , .)-l(Hl) equals the codimension of H1 in I. Since H1 has dimension k and 0 has dimension 2k + 1, the codimension of H I is k + 1.
The codimension of M ( p 2 , .)-l(Hl) is also k+ 1, but, itt inhabits configuration space C of dimension k, which means it must be empty. M ( p 2 , .)-'(HI) empty says that there is no point in both H1 and H2. 0
Theoretical Framework
In the tree grid indexing technique, consistent, hypotheses are found using only k + 1 of the n indexing coordinates. The projection ll : R" + W k extracts k indexing coordinates, and t,he projection k + l n: R" -+ Rk+' which extracts k + 1 coordinates. dimensional (yl,y2,y3) , and I is t w e dimensional (3: 1,zZ).
Definition 5 Independent coordinates correspond to the first k indexing coordinates (II(y)). k independent coordinates provide sufficient constraint, so that, only a finite number of configurations are consistent with II(y). In figure 1, y1 and y2 were chosen as the independent coordinates. Definition 6 Dependent coordanate is k + lSt indexing coordinate (y3 in Figure 1) . Generically, since only a finite number of configurations are consistent with the independent coordinates, only a finite number of dependent, coordinates are consistent, with t,he independent coordinates.
Separating Sets h t o Monotone Sheets
In order to realize a unique mapping from independent, to dependent, coordinates, we want, to impose monot,onicity. This is achieved by separating t,he hypothesis sets into monotone hypothesis sheets. On these hypothesis sheets, the dependent, coordinate is a single valued fiinc,tiori of the independentf coordinates.
Definition 7 H?ypothe.srs .slr.eet CCH is a continuoiis siibset, of the hypot,hesis set, siicli no t,wo points in the sheet, share the same indepeiident coordinates (Figure 2) .
Figure 2: The hypot,liesis set is separat,etl into sheets such that no two points oii a sheet) share the same independent coordinnt,es
Base Grid
Indexing into tables requires integral indices; t,herefore, the indexing coordiiiates need to be discretized. Definition 10 Ordered hypolhesis list ( A ~n(,j)j ) describes an ordering of the hypothesis sheets at a particular grid point LII(y)J according to their dependent coordinates (refer Figures 3 and 4) . 
Indexing Table Implementation
In this section, we describe a table indexing implementation technique, the tree grid, which reduces the storage size of the table and preserves order (spat,ial faithfulness). In the first steps, only n ($) is used.
k + l
For each hypothesis sheet < Hi, j > ( j an sheet index of hypothesis H i ) , II(y), the independent coordinates specify a unique configuration (refer equation (3), implying that there exists a function F H -~ : II(y) --+ Z (refer equation 4) . Therefore, there also exists a height, function h H , , j which is the composition of F H -~ and fk+l, so that, the 1 dependent coordinate ?)k+l validates the hypothesis sheet and that configuration. The main idea is that we define ordered lists ( A \ q , j ) j ) of the hypothesis sheets above all of the grid points B. 
Ordered Hypotheses Lists This algorit,lim is based upon khe ordered hypot,hesis lists A L~( $ ) J
iii order to exploit, t,he coherence (slowly varying nature) of t,liose hypot,hesis orderings. This strategy saves space beciiiise storing similar lists t,akes 111) less spac.t: than storing the list,s individually (eqiia.tfion (6)). Tliis st,rat,egy a.lso provides spatial faitJifiilness.
The only drawlmck in the tree grid approach is that it, involves perforrniiig a biliary search on t,he hypothesis sheetfs at, riiiitfiiiie; t1he searc,h time can be boiinded (O(log(M))) by using balaiic,ed trees (see Figure 4. 2). Executing the sea.rcli involves recoinprit,iiig the heights h~, , j ( LII(ij)J) of log(M) hypothesis sheets.
Coiistructiiig Space Efficient, Ordering Trees
Defiiiitioii 11 0 7 d e r i 7 i g t r w s (II,) tlesc.ril)e t,he order- operation. Notice that each tree operation only affects one path through the ordering tree, allowing both trees to share the other subtrees (see Figure 6 ).
Parent tree for
Child tree for ordering "A" orderikg "Ell Ordering trees were implemented using persistent, tree structures so that tree operations on qpmrrn, left IPporcn, intact. 'Persistent, AVL trees were used rather than a more specialized data structure [lo] even though each AVL edit generates O(log(M)) new nodes (compared to O( 1) new nodes/edit). The total number of nodes to store all of the ordered lists is approximately O(ec log(M)), where cc is the t,ot,al number of edits between the hypothesis orderings.
Indexing Algorithm
The algorithm determines the hypothesis sheet closest to a projected indexing c,oordinates II (9) in O(log(M)) time.
k t l 1. Given i , lookup the ordering tree 7 1 q p ) j . 2. Construct, a graph G in which grid points are nodes and the edges between neighboring grid points are weighted by the minimum edit distances.
3.
Compute the minimum spanning t3ret? Mc; of G 4. Select) an init,ial grid point. p i n i t and construct an ordering t8ree $ , n l , for hypothesis ordering A Y l n , , .
5. Perform dept,h first, search on MG starting wit,h p i , , i t . When expanding node F + , ( , , .~~~, for all previously unexplored neighbors pcjlilci construct the ordering tree by performing a series of edit, operations on 7p,,a, n, det)erminrd by t.hr minimum edit seqiience I,et,ween Apch and A,,g,arcnl.
Analysis
4.6.1
The majority of time const,ructing the trees is spent in st,ep 2, c,omput,ing all of t81ie minimum edit distances between hypothsis orderings of neighboring grid points, a d step 5 , modifying trees using the minimum edit sequences brt,ween hypothesis orderings of neighboring grid points. Comput>ing the minimum edit, distance between two lists of length M takes Mc. time, where f: 1s the number of edits. C:omput,ing all of the minimum etlit, clist.ancrs for klBl pairs of hypothesis orderings (we need to check k neighbors for each grid point,) takes kI.61 x MF t>irne, where F refers t80 the average nurnber of edits between hypothesis orderings (IBIS = e~) .
Recornputing t2he minimum edit sequences for tree operat.ions takes IBI x M7: tine. The algorithm's total time c,omplexit,y is O( IBlkMF). The t o h l number of nodes t,o describe the t,ree grid is cc log(M) using AVL t,rees, or c c using more specialized dat,a st,riictrires. Orderings change in only three ways: removing a hypothesis sheet from the current ordering, inserting a hypothesis sheet into the current ordering, and interchanging the order of two hypothesis sheets. We assume that the majority of orderings result from interchanging the order of two hypothesis sheets.
Since we are only concerned with orderings above the base grid points, we can restrict our view to base lines including rows of grid points ( y~ = ~1 6 1 , (1)) nodes. Dividing the hypotheses sheets into subset,s increases the lookup time by a factor of I , since each subset must be individually checked.
Memoization
A naive implementation of tree operations generates subtrees for every new subsequence, even if these s dsequences already have been transcribed into trees. The motivation for memoizing the subsequences is tliat, memoization can only shrink the table size, and menioization takes very little time and space. Checking the balanced subtrees of a sequence with n elerrientJs takes linear time. Memoizing the hypothesis ordering subsequences results in table compaction by a factor of between three and ten.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe. a model-based three-dimensional recognition technique from twodimensional image data assuming unscaled orthonormal projection. Observations were generated from pairs of rays in the manner shown in Figure 7 , an extension of the vertex pairs described by Thompson and Mundy [12] ; image ray pairs are symmet,ric tto groups of four image points. The rays parameterization implicitly normalizes out three of the five degrees of freedom of unscaled orthographic projection: absolute x and y position information is normalized because vertex 01 is translated to the origin, absolute orientation is normalized because we assume that, the first ray of v1 is transformed to be parallel to the x-axis. In this manner, t,liere arc' two norma.lized degrees of freedom (IC = 2): e,, rotsation a.round the z-axis, and e,, rotation around t>hr y-axis. The scale factor could be normalized awa.y by scaling V I to length 1. v 1 Figure 7 : After nornia.lizing the rays by rot,ating and translat,iiig vertJex 111 to the origin and one of its rays is aligned with the x-axis, the image ray parameterization is: 2 , y position of v Z , and c~, / 3 , y , the orientatjions of the ot,lier rays relativr t,o the z-axis.
For a given l i y l d~r s i s ( 1 1 2 1 , ma) 
Discussion
Notice that increasing the resolution increases the compaction ratio, and increasing the number of hypotheses decreases the compaction ratio. The case of increasing resolution can be explained in the following way: if increasing the resolution does not significantly increase the total number of edits, ex because most of the hypothesis orderings already appear at, the coarser resolution, while increasing the resolution significaiitJy increases the number of table entries, the compact#ion ratio increases. The decreasing compaction for larger hypothesis sets can be explained in the followiiig way: the number of orderings increases as the square of the number of hypotheses; if there are more orderings, each grid point has a higher probability of being a.ssociated with a different ordering, requiring more edits. Since the table storage size depends upon the niimher of edits, the compaction ratio decreases with more hypotheses. Increasing the number of subsets coiinteracts increasing the number of hypot>heses brcaiise separating the hypothesis sheetss into more suliset,s improves compaction.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a indexing on the minimum number (2k + 1) of generic observation values necessary tto specify uniquely a generic hypothesis. The tree grid approach enables the user to trade-off storage spac,e and lookup time via a binary search on the hypotheses. In some cases, this approach compacted the total storage size of the table by a hundred-fold. We presented experimental data for three-dimensional object recognition from two image rays.
